Our Projects
See what we have done in the past

Our Skills
Know how we can serve your needs
About Softcity

Softcity was founded in 2008 with the primary focus of creating value and satisfying the Information Technology needs of the world at large. Since the commencement of business, we have created a great niche for ourselves as an expert in the provision of web app development, mobile app development, desktop app development, web design and hosting, cyber vulnerability testing, and other bespoke enterprise services in the information technology space.

At Softcity, we measure our success from our customer's satisfaction; for every constructive criticism, we go an extra mile to adapt flexibly to the genuineness of our clients' reservation, and we erase every reasonable doubt completely and sincerely. We do not deny ourselves the 'human-liness' of our capacity; however, we focus on the negligibility of such impact, and we improve over it significantly.

We do continually strive to improve our skills and communication networks with the primary goal of serving you like no other entity will do. Yes! "Like No One Will Do" We are currently operational in 4 locations; New York (Softcity, LLC), Nigeria (Softcity De Luxe Limited), South Africa (Softcity Pty Ltd) and India (Softcity India).

Our core strategy in Softcity is the patient and detailed understanding of your needs; which we employ in the professional application of our skills and experience, we don’t stop there, we ensure the continuity of your peace of mind.
Built For The ACCESS BANK School of Banking Excellence

Learning Management System

Provides courses that are designed and delivered by professionals from the different field of education. All you need is entirely online, in a range of subject areas.

We are proud to have delivered this custom built learning management system. It is a fully scalable solution for a client with strong passion for excellence and global standard.

This application comes with a web app for authoring courses and a mobile app for social learning and interactivity.

It was professionally crafted to guarantee quality banking education in the Access Bank School of banking excellence.

ACCESS BANK

LMS

excellence at its peak

Softcity: The Preferred Software Development Company in Africa
Psychometric Testing Portal

This is an online psychometric testing web app that is used by hundreds of corporate organizations. We built this app for a client who wants resilience to concurrent user demand. The app allows thousands of job applicants to submit their CV, and get shortlisted for an interview by taking psychometric examinations. With a very robust backend analytics, corporate organizations can access candidate’s profile, download automated assessments and confirm candidate shortlisting. This is just 10% of what this app can do. Softcity offer development of powerful, one-of-a-kind software, intended to meet customers’ unique demands.
The Playwave mobile app is a revolutionary innovation in the entertainment industry. We worked closely with an entertainment expert on this app, and we ensured that excellence was delivered. With a subtle combination of Java, Objective C and PHP, we built a mobile app that persistently sync to a web service resident on a cloud server and seating on a SQL database.

Just that you know; Our client was greatly satisfied and pleased.
The Dietix Mobile App

We worked with a very meticulous client on this project. It is a mobile app for diet conscious individuals, and it is the quickest and the fastest way to get ahead of your daily diet needs.

While working on this project, we ensured that we carried our client along, and guaranteed satisfaction on every element that was integrated into the app (both in design and development).

Project was completed using Java (Android), Swift (iOS), PHP (Backend), MySQL (Database).

To see all our app projects, visit playstore/appstore and search for Softcity Developers
Whenever Softcity designs a website, we are very determined to reflect the client's brand in the best way possible. Our priority is to see our clients looking great online; this is why we combine the best of HTML5 and CSS to capture the detail in every brand.
Mobile
Friendly

This is an E-Commerce portal designed to satisfy the responsive standard of every mobile devices; smartphones and tablets. We developed this online store with a robust backend that comes with business analytics dashboard, product management system, order management system, customer management system and online payment system. Our language of choice for this application is PHP and Javascript.

ECOMMERCE
WEBSITE

Our Responsive design allow your web visitors enjoy a site that is easily viewable on different sizes of devices. The responsive design approach makes use of flexible layouts, flexible images, and cascading stylesheet media queries. When responsive design is used on a website, the web page will be able to detect the visitor’s screen size and orientation and change the layout accordingly.

This Is What We Do...

Developed By Softcity | www.cushlr.com
Emergency Rescue Mobile App
Developed By Softcity

Platform
This application was launched on Android and Apple iOS.

Language
We built the Android using Java, while Apple iOS was built using Swift.

Front-end Feature
A quick-dial emergency solution that automates emergency phone calls.

Back-end Feature
A fully integrated application management system with call logs.

Testimonial
The client confirmed that Softcity is surely a reliable innovation partner.

To see all our app projects, visit playstore/appstore and search for Softcity Developers
The amazing thing about this web application is the fact that, users do not need any knowledge of file repair to get all their damaged files fixed. All you have to do is visit the home page, upload the corrupt or damaged file, and the app will automatically evaluate the extent of damage and calculate the time to fix. Also, you do not have to wait, the app will send you a notification when the repair is completed.

**We Design, We Develop, We Manage**

Upon deployment of this app, the client rated our performance as excellent and highly professional.

If you actually think a App development project is a big deal - Try Softcity and we will demystify your perspective with quality app design and development.
It is not all the time that you find a client that wants to entertain thousands of individuals with a beautiful game. We are privileged to work with a dynamic client, who had a very cool game concept, and simply needed a company that can convert his ideas into a software product. Softcity did more than just build this great mobile app gaming engine, we ensured that our client experienced the gratification of a job well done.

Our development methodology was purely Agile, and following a detailed software development life cycle, we were able to complete the app with a combination of Java, Objective C, ASP.net, HTML and Javascript (These are programming languages).

To see all our app projects, visit playstore/appstore and search for Softcity Developers
Welcome To Free Learning

Tutor At Large provide free courses that are designed and delivered by professionals from the different field of education. All you need is entirely online, in a range of subject areas. Online education isn't new; neither is it beyond reach; when you take a class with us, you know its up-to-date and that it will be available later when you need to review. Everyone can find something useful at tutoratlarge.org, from secondary school students preparing for junior or senior exams, to undergraduates and postgraduate studying for academic advancement, we have all you need. Even at a professional level, we have courses that ranges from project management, computer programming, and others.

Skill Acquisition
Learn any skill you desire: from web design, animation, bead making, etc.
Enter

Secondary Education
Join others and prepare for your secondary education exams.
Enter

Tertiary Education
Everything you need for a strong CGPA is here in one place.
Enter

Professional Level
Advance your career with professional course materials.
Enter

Features That Empower You To Learn:

Responsive Design
You can take your courses with any device that has an Internet connection - smartphone, tablet and Desktop.

Personalized Dashboard
You can organise and display your courses as you like it, and view your tasks and messages at a glance.

Discussion Forum
You can create or join conversation about any course, topic or issue. Its as simple as starting a course and discuss.

Interactive Chats
A unique chat tool that lets you communicate with fellow students and exchange information in real-time.

Unlimited Courses
Once you signup, you have unlimited access to all our courses, and you can study at your pace without hurry.

Social Media Integration
With this feature, you can share your courses on social media, and create a topic of commentary for your online friends.

A Learning Management System with full capacity to deliver academic excellence in an online environment. Features include courses, exams, grading, social learning, etc.
This is a dynamic twitter-based web application; that connects our client’s server directly to twitter’s server using the auth API that we implemented. The final solution allows any organization to broadcast and stream their tweets on any screen; be it big screen or small screen; you can make your tweets live to a bigger audience. Our client was very pleased that we could get this done within budget and with a quality delivery.
We Build the Future

Welcome To LAGOS

This is a dynamic mobile app developed by Softcity. Our client wanted a Lagos city companion that anyone can use to locate the best spots in Lagos; users can find restaurants, malls, cinemas, clubs, etc. Users can use the in-app mapping to get directions and also use the in-app phone dial feature to call the locations they are planning to visit. Client was surely pleased.

Developed By Softcity
We Built Using Java, Swift & PHP

To see all our app projects, visit playstore/appstore and search for Softcity Developers

Softcity: The Preferred Software Development Company in Africa
Welcome to Christy Caleb Foundation

Christy Caleb foundation is a non-profit organisation, set up to help the less fortunate in the society. It focuses primarily on education and health-related challenges. The organization, which started in 1999, is focused on changing lives and renewing hope. Christy Caleb Foundation, after extensive research and the assessment of the worldwide health organization (W.H.O) report, which showed that Nigeria has the highest cancer mortality rate in Africa (10,000 deaths) annually, spotted the need to set up a hub that exclusively caters for patients, diagnosed with cancer and other degenerative diseases, hence LARA OLOWOOKERE CANCER CENTER (LOCC). See Our Objectives Below...

PUBLIC SENSITIZATION
Provision of life-saving information to cancer patients

INTEGRATED TREATMENT
Promoting integrated approach in curing cancer

CARE AND SUPPORT
Support for Autistic children and dementia patients

COLLABORATIONS
With national, regional, and international agencies

PHILANTHROPIC ACTIVITIES
To provide financial support to the less privileged

SETUP OF CANCER CENTERS
Equipping communities with modern Cancer Centers

CANCER RESEARCH
Result-oriented research on cancer and other diseases

YOUTH EMPowerment
Empowering the youths through entrepreneurship

"This Is How We Care - Cancer Tips"

Sulfuraphane is a compound found in vegetarian diets, while onions and garlic contain allucin. Both compounds are proven to inhibit or slow the growth of cancer cells

Fish oil is a uniquely rich source of the long-chain omega-3 fatty acids EPA and DHA. EPA and DHA have a valuable role to play in cancer treatment.

Green tea extracts are very potent inhibitors of the enzyme 5-LPO and thus can suppress production of leukotrienes which act as cancer growth factors.

Researchers have found that a highly concentrated dose of vitamin C is "selectively" toxic to cancer cells, meaning the dose harm cancer cells but not healthy tissue.

Some Alternative Cancer Therapies

Insulin Potentiation Therapy

Intravenous Vitamins

Colonic Hydrotherapy

Ozone Auto-HemoTherapy

IPT is a very safe and innovative approach in treating cancer; it is proven with high results.

Intravenous vitamins has been proven to promote oxidation when circulated in very high doses.

Colon hydrotherapy is another alternative cancer therapy which involves the rinsing of the colon.

The oxidative nature of cancer treatment makes Ozone very effective as an adjuvant in cancer treatment.
Non-Profit Web Portal
With Online Funds Donation System

Developed By Softcity www.christycaleb.org

Crafting great web portal is one of our expertise;

For this client, we promised a robust NGO web portal, that has the dynamism of receiving online donations through a reliable online payment system.

This is exactly what we did.

Business Mixer NG mobile app

What our client requested was a mobile app that acts as a hub for all business mixers going on in the country; with location mapping, date, time and speaker profile.

Softcity transformed this request into a robust and dynamic application that also integrates with social media and carries everybody along.

Developed By Softcity

To see all our app projects, visit playstore/appstore and search for Softcity Developers

Softcity: The Preferred Software Development Company in Africa
A business not going mobile is going nowhere. Our client recognised this fact, and requested a mobile app for the 24/7 customer interaction. Yes, we built this.

This is a business solution that allow customers get real-time updates about the company, creating an opportunity to order services and get quick response.
Do you need an experienced app development company to partner with you on a project?

We Design, We Build and WE MANAGE

YOU focus on the concept and the business, Let SOFTCITY handle all the technicalities...

admin@softcitygroup.com
www.softcitygroup.com
You Will Find Our Contact Person on Page 1